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the null packets now have a different
position in the transport stream. This
means that the program clock reference
(PCR) values in the transport stream are
no longer correct. (PCR values indicate
the program time at which the packets
leave a processing unit [2]). For 
correcting the PCR values the actual
dwell time of the packets on the input
interface is added to the original value.

To keep the deviation from the original
values to a minimum, a constant value,
ie the minimum dwell time of a packet,
is subtracted from the corrected PCR
value. The jitter added by correcting the
PCR value is far below the limit value
stipulated by DVB specification.

Peter Schmidt 
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Panorama

ReFLEX25 and FLEX roaming in Signal Generator SME
Together with FLEX protocol option 
(SME-B41) Signal Generator SME was
in the past already able to generate
standardized messages of the FLEX 
radiopaging service and to simulate 
a FLEX base station which can be used
as a general test signal source in 
the development and production of
pagers*. Now Rohde & Schwarz 
has created a new software option 
(SME-B43) which enables SME to 
generate also messages for ReFLEX25,
another member of the FLEX protocol
family. The FIG shows the manual
control menu of this option in which all 
relevant parameters for the generated 
ReFLEX25 message and for the simu-
lated base station can be varied as 
required. All settings are also possible
via IEC/IEEE bus, of course. The 
parameters meet all the requirements
that may occur in practice. Some of the
parameters can even be set to values
not complying with the standard in 
order to activate special modes of a 
receiver, for example.

The Frame Contents menu used to de-
termine the contents of the individual
message parts allows to set frames with
user messages as well as frames with

Moreover, Rohde & Schwarz has clear-
ly extended the previous FLEX Protocol
Option SME-B41. In its new version,
the FLEX protocol defines far-reaching
roaming characteristics for paging 
receivers also permitting the reception
of messages outside the home network.
Therefore, SME can now generate stan-
dardized roaming information in FLEX
messages and thus allows comprehen-
sive testing of the new roaming pager
generation. NID and SSID roaming 
information is  generated, for example,
and besides normal user messages, 
secure messages, instructions for SSID
subscribers, emergency resync frames,
filler data and simulated data of other
pager protocols can be transmitted. 
Another innovation is mixing different
types of messages within a cycle. 
Furthermore the timing sequence of the
output information can be controlled
more precisely. These two additional
characteristics further reduce the critical
time of final testing in receiver produc-
tion. 

Daniel Schröder
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control messages such as SCI frame,
switchover to a bit error test mode or
emergency resync frame. For appli-
cations beyond this, up to nine frames
with user-defined data can be process-
ed by a PC and inserted anywhere in
the ReFLEX25 message. Bit error tests
with customer-specific test pattern can
thus be implemented, for example, or
user messages can intentionally be 
corrupted.

* Leutiger, M.; Schröder, D.: Signal Generator
SME for tests on ERMES, FLEX and POCSAG 
pagers. News from Rohde & Schwarz (1996)
No. 150, pp 38–39

Possible settings for ReFLEX25 messages in 
manual control mode of SME


